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Dear AGW Stamper,
Wow, another month gone and another month started, how time ies when
we are creating and crafting... and taking care of a family, a house, working
and so on. You may remember that song- something about “bringing home
the bacon, frying it up in the pan”- maybe that’s why the month goes so fast.
But I’m going to pretend that it’s all about crafting for the moment, since
that is what I would rather do than the other junk I mentioned.
Here is booklet #3 which is all about the Large/Medium Inset die. This
Crafty Cutts Metal Die creates a unique type of card because you can make
things look 3-D, use the inset as sort of a box, or use it to surprise someone
when they pull down a sliding door. This booklet has 5 different ideas and
directions to help you make some really neat cards to share with family and
friends. Once you make one and see how easy this Crafty Cutts Die is you
will make them again and again.
So... happy crafting and card making.

Michelle Cutts
Creative Director
Art Gone Wild
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CCD-004
What you’ll need for almost every card...
Large/Medium Inset Die
Stamps from Art Gone Wild (stamps used are shown in back of
this booklet)
Red line tape and glue or double sided adhesive of your choice
Card stock and scrapbook paper
Black ink pad, pencil
Paper trimmer, Scissors, scoring tool, ruler or straight edge
Your favorite markers or whatever you like to color with
A machine that cuts out metal dies, I happen to use the
“Vagabond machine but I have also used the “Cuttlebug”, if you
see that the score lines are not clear enough then you may want
to add a shim.
Candy Corn, peanuts, Reading glasses, chapstick, and chocolate
kisses. These just add to the enjoyment, but not necessary for
every project, well, maybe just the chocolate, no the corn and
nuts. Did you know that if you eat them together they taste like
a Payday candy bar! Just yummy.

••••••••••••

•••••••••••
3D Scenes
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Cluttered Cabinets
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Shadow Box

•••••••••••••

Supplies:

Art Gone Wild Stamp listed in the back of this booklet
Small pencil
Rubber band
Safety pin
Paper clip
Small marbles, I used 1/2 circle punch with glossy accents
Circle punches used: 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, and 1 inch
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Card Front:
•Punch out Circles and attach

Stamp, color, cut, and
place image here

•If you want to add the little details, make some dots around
the circle punches and use a black ne line marker to edge

Inside the Card:

•2-1/8 x 3-3/4, blue card stock

Card Base:
Blue, 8 1/2 x 5 1/2

1/4

4-1/8

8-1/2

B
5-1/2

A
5-1/2

D
B

C

•Score card stock, photo A
•Die Cut, photo B
•Attach card stock 2-1/8 x 3-3/4
inset area, photo C
•Attach C to A
•It will look like photo D
•Insert the objects into the
•inset area
•Add little details of paint
dots and black edging
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Basic Frame

•••••••••••••

Supplies:

Red Viva Decor
Chrome Viva Decor
Art Gone Wild Stamps Listed
in Back of Booklet
Crafty Cutts Metal Die
Holly CCD-017
1/8 score

1/8 score
4-1/4
1/8

3

Inside
of card

Score Line

5-1/2

4

B Score Line

8-1/2

2

1

•Score card in half rst 4-1/4
•Then score the 1/8 in. score lines

Score Line A

Folding order:
Score Line B
Flap 1 Fold towards inside of card
Flap 2 Fold back towards center of inset
Flap 3 Fold “A” score line towards inside of card
Flap 4 Fold “B” score line back towards center of inset
Art Gone WIld™ 2012
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•After you have folded all the score lines
•Insert the image size of piece should be 2-7/8 x 3-3/4
•Glue aps to image
Black
Card
Stock

1/8
5 in.

Inside
of card

•Attach to inside of card
•Put red line tape on
black card stock
•The red line tape really
won’t be this long, I just
need to show you how
it would look

1-1/2

•If you could see through
the front of the card
after the black card
stock is attached, this is
how it should look

•Add white
card stock
•Score
•Add greeting
here

•This would be a great card to insert a photo

Score
2-1/2
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Coloring a Topiary Tree

•••••••••••••
Coloring a topiary tree is quite easy...
A

YG13

B

G14

C

G07
G29

•With a tree like this or really almost any tree, you can use these
simple steps and have a beautiful tree.
•Depending on your collection of markers you can add many
shades of green or keep it really simple with only two shades.
•Photo A, color the entire area you would like green, light shade
•Photo B, make dots in a darker green in the darker areas or where
there is shading in the image, you can blend with the rst marker
if you would like.
•Photo C, make more dots in the darker greens, if you have them
available, if not you can stop at letter B.
•I love to color but I do not claim to be a professional. Sometimes
I even go out of the lines. Everything that I have learned about
coloring would be when I went to kindergarden.
•One thing I can tell you, is that the order to color in when
blending would be to go from light to dark and then back to light
to blend the two colors together.
Art Gone WIld™ 2012
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To nish the tree...

E25
E29
C8
N1
C1
E08
E19
E18

With less colors, you can still have a beautiful tree.
E25
C8
Y17
R29
N1
YG11

E08

YG06

Numbers given are from Copic, but really please use
whatever type of coloring media you have and enjoy
using.
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Cluttered Cabinet Part 1

•••••••••••••

Supplies:

Circle punches: 5/16 EK, 1/2 EK,
1 in., Green, Marvy

2 in., Blue, Marvy
Art Gone Wild Stamps are shown in back of booklet
Mirror paper
Acetate to connect the door on or you can use the tabs on door
Glossy Accent 
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Punch items as shown:

1/2

5/16

1/2 x 4, strip
3-1/8 x 2-3/8

8-1/2

2 of 3-1/8 x 2-3/8

slit

1 in.

Inside
of card

5-1/2

2 in.

1/4

•Make a slit
to slide in
acetate

•Card Base: Purple, 8-1/2 x 5-1/2
•

red line tape

•After you have attached the items shown above you can die cut the
shape into the card stock by centering it in middle of the card
front, I use removable tape to hold in place
•Fold the score lines as shown in the photos below
•Put adhesive on the inside of the card, photo A

B

A

•Lay down card stock to cover up the ugly back side
•Insert a piece of Black card stock 3-1/8 x 2-3/8 into the inset

•If you would like to tape the
corners down on the inside of
the card you can, photo B
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Cluttered Cabinet Part 2

•••••••••••••

Finishing the inside of the cabinet:
•Stamp and color image
•To make the cabinet look 3D, you will
need to stamp again, but only color the
images you will need to layer.
•Cut apart image if you want to add
what looks like shelves, with foam
tape and black strips.
•This will just give you a little more
room to add the foam tape.
Art Gone WIld™ 2012
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•Cut thin strips
of foam tape
•Lay the foam tape
onto the shelves
•Lay black strips
of paper on top

•Cut out pieces
you would like to
pop up.
•Put foam tape on
the backside and
attach to shelf.

Mirror Paper

A

•Cut a piece of acetate around 2 x 2 and fold in half
•Attach mirror to frame
•Attach folded acetate to back of mirror paper, photo A
•Put 1 of the 2 pieces of the 3-1/8 x 2-3/8
on the back
of the mirror paper and acetate

B
•Put adhesive on the acetate, photo B
•Put through slit and stick down
Acetate
Green Frame
Mirror Paper
Red Line Tape
Card

Side View

Large Inset w/Spring Surprise Part 1

•••••••••••••

Supplies: Florist wire
Measure and cut these items as shown:
1 of 4 x 1/4
1 of 4 x 1-1/2

1 white, 1 x 1 3/4
saying

1 black, 1-1/4 x 2

Art Gone WIld™ 2012

1 of 3 1/2 x 3 1/2
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Die cut these items as shown:
die cut 4 x’s

die cut 4 x’s

use white side
For the circles above, use the circle that is attached
to the pentagon ower. When you are cutting out the
flowers, at the same time, you can cut out the circles...
yes, you would see the score lines. So... if that bothers
you, you can use a 3/4 in. circle punch.

die cut 5 x’s

Front of the card

You will be using black card stock

3/8

Redline
Cut line

5-1/2

To make your life a little easier, I have
inserted a template to trace, score and
cut in this booklet. I am still giving
you the measurements in case you lose
the template. (something I would do)

Score
3/4

Assemble as shown:

5-1/2
Paper loop, once folded

Backside
after folding

4

•Add adhesive
•Redline tape works
great for this card
•Fold over
•This is now the back

•Stamp the
halloween
images on
circles and
then attach
•If you would
like to glue
down scallops,
you can

3/4
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Large Inset w/Spring Surprise Part 2

•••••••••••••
Template located in back of booklet
1/4

5/8

1/4

5-1/2

Cut this
space out

1/2

1/2
2

4

2

8-1/2

Measure and Cut out
2 strips - 3/8 x 5 1/2

1 of 1-3/8 x 2

•To make directions a
easier to understand,
the following items: bit
I have used different
colors of paper.
2 strips - 3/8 x 5 1/2
•When you make this, use
all one color. The sample
was done all in black.
Fold down 2nd

Red line
Outside

Inside

Fold up 1st

Flat Purple Noodle
Red line

NO Adhesive
will go here

Art Gone WIld™ 2012
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Assembly of the Slider
•Looking from the top down
•In part one, we assembled the
top piece. Now we will start to
connect the two pieces together
•When you see
use strong
adhesive, I used red line tape

Bottom Base
Side View Top

Top Base

B
Paper Loop

Paper loop
•Slide the strips into the loop of
paper “B”
•Put adhesive on the ends of each
strip of paper
•Attach to edge of white top base
•Attach the Flat Purple Noodle to the
bottom area of the Bottom Base Card
around 1/8 to 1/4 from edge see “C”
•After the strip is through the Purple
noodle, attach, see “D”

C

D

Flat Purple Noodle

Side View Bottom

•Punch a 1 in. circle at the edge of the card

C

D
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Large Inset w/Spring Surprise Part 3

•••••••••••••

•When the red line is shown like this, that means that
you should not attach permanently until the card
works correctly

Art Gone WIld™ 2012

•Stamp and color the Halloween scene, Cut
•Attach the background to black card stock
•Make a spring with orist wire, Photo A
•Pierce a hole by the head stone, Photo B
•Insert spring into hole and tape on back
•Attach the witch onto the spring, Photo C
•Put foam tape on backside of middle piece
•Put a double layer of foam tape on the
foreground and attach
•Photo D shows the layers of foam tape

A

C

D

•Attach the scene into the inset
•Stamp “pull down” and punch
with 1 in. punch and attach
•Push the witch down and slide
closed. DONE!

B

Middle Ground
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Great Stamps to Consider

•••••••••••••
3D Scenes...Color, cut, and put in a card made with the Crafty Cutts

Large Inset Metal Die. What a neat scene you will have to give to someone to
oohhh and aahhh over.

AGC1-984
Halloween Scene

AGC1-2593
Nativity Scene

AGC1-985
Winter Scene

AGC1-2594
Birthday Scene

AGC1-1062
Fishing Scene

AGC1-1064
Springtime

Halloween Fun

J1-978
Witch and Cat
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D2-1016
Just Beware

Topiary Snowman

J2-2600
Snowman and Cardinal
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Survival Stamps...These stamps can make such fun little surprises.
Maybe...an ice breaker on the first day of school, a trick for Halloween night,
or a little hand made secret santa gift...

AGC1-2467
Teacher Survival Kit

AGC1-2465
Halloween Survival Kit

AGC1-2466
Holiday Survival Kit

Cluttered Cabinets...Oh my...a cluttered cabinet! Who doesn’t
have one of those...can you guess my inspiration for the idea of the stamps?

SC-2450
Old Geezer Supplies

SC-2457
Halloween

SC-2447
Baby Supplies

SC-2448
Beauty Supplies

SC-2449
Cabinet Front

Little PICS

Pictures In Clear Stamps

SC-2459
Holiday Little PICS

SC-2455
Fall Little PICS

•••••••••••
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CCD-004
Medium & Large Inset
(shown here 50% size)
$19.50

Other Crafty Cutts Project Guides Available:
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Crafty Cutts

Crafty Cutts

A Pictorial Project Guide

A Pictorial Project Guide

Wa fe r T h i n M e t a l D i e s

Wa fe r T h i n M e t a l D i e s

Small and Large

Layered Circle and
Diamond Dies

for

Quilt Circles

for

#1
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3110 Payne Avenue • Cleveland, Ohio 44114
1-800-945-3980 • www.agwstamps.com

